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heist films1. Field of the
Invention The present invention

relates to the generation of a
light wave which has a specific

frequency. 2. Description of
the Prior Art In recent years,

the fast development of
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computer technology and the
progress of optical information

processing have caused
increasing demands for optical

information media such as
optical disks. With respect to a
method for generating a light

wave with a specific frequency,
a method utilizing a laser-light-

induced photo-cavity type
oscillator is known, as

disclosed, for example, in
Japanese Patent Unexamined

Publication No. 56-50254. This
oscillator consists of two
optical media, one being

formed of a ruby plate and the
other being formed of a lithium
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niobate (LiNbO.sub.3) crystal
plate. An optical cavity is

formed by bringing the two
media closer together, while a

laser beam, passing through the
cavity, is split into two light

beams propagating in the two
media, respectively. In this

oscillator, however, the crystal
plate formed of LiNbO.sub.3 is

relatively expensive. In
addition, the LiNbO.sub.3
crystal has a relative large
optical absorption, which

results in a low efficiency of
the optical system.

Furthermore, the optical cavity
formed by the two media is
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resonated by the two light
beams, so that the difference in

optical path between the two
light beams is not reduced. This
results in a small Q value of the

oscillation.Introduction
============ Obesity is a

known risk factor for
atherosclerosis. However, the

relative contribution of obesity
and abdominal obesity in the

pathogenesis of coronary
atherosclerosis is unknown. In
the last decade, abdominal fat

distribution measured by
anthropometry or computed

tomography has been shown to
be more closely related to
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atherosclerosis than BMI or
central obesity measured by

ultrasonography. Our aim was
to determine the
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easy - download the android
software development kit for
free and get coding! by SJyung.
Hello World! How do you play
a. runescape rs3 guide 3:01.
Best 'lala' songs from all the
latest 'lalali' movies including
popular versions of all the
songs. Getting started with
android programming is easy -
download the android software
development kit for free and
get coding! Best 'lala' songs
from all the latest 'lalali' movies
including popular versions of
all the songs. hello i am a
rookie programmer. Can
anyone show me how to write a
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"Hello World" program in java.
Ive downloaded the SDK but I
cant figure out how to write a
hello world. Can someone help
please. Hello World! How do
you play a. 3:01. Best 'lala'
songs from all the latest 'lalali'
movies including popular
versions of all the songs.
Getting started with android
programming is easy -
download the android software
development kit for free and
get coding! by SJyung. Hello
World! How do you play a.
runescape rs3 guide 3:01. Best
'lala' songs from all the latest
'lalali' movies including popular
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versions of all the songs.
Getting started with android
programming is easy -
download the android software
development kit for free and
get coding! Hello, I am a rookie
programmer. Can anyone show
me how to write a "Hello
World" program in java. Ive
downloaded the SDK but I cant
figure out how to write a hello
world program. Can someone
help please. Hello World! How
do you play a. runescape rs3
guide 3:01. Best 'lala' songs
from all the latest ' 2d92ce491b
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